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Research Focus: Experience

Creative and radical designs to recapture connections between people, information, and 
places.   
Using cutting-edge technology, the labs seeks to improve people’s lives through meaningful 
experiences. 

With a multidisciplinary team, we research and design new technologies and explore their 
impact on spaces, communities, and society.
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DESIGN 
THINKING



Design Thinking 

Is problem making, not 
problem solving



Design Thinking 

Is not focused on objects or products, but design 
thinking is a way of understand and identifying 
problems and create customized solutions.  
It’s experiential first.
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MAKING



MISSION DRIVEN  
Vs 

MARKET DRIVEN



the millennials



young adults from ages 16 - 35 (born 1980 - 2000)
who are millennials?



why millennials?

By 2017, Millennials – will have more 
spending power than any generation.  

Millennials’ expectations will define how our world works



Millennials are digital natives, 
empowered by data seamlessness

Millennials seek difference 

To Millennials, purpose matters 
Millennials want to “feel good” 

Millennials are forever learners

Millennials are self-sustaining prosumers

Sharing (with strangers) is the norm Millennials are Story-Doers 

Millennials are experience samplers
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8 key characteristics  

of millennials



Millennials are digital natives

They are the first generation who don’t know life without the 
internet and personal tech devices. Also known as the 
screen generation, they grew up with interactive technology
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millennials want immediacy
millennials purchase directly from insurance companies, they are 
twice as likely to buy their policies online instead of dealing with a 
local agent



To Millennials, purpose matters. 
Millennials want to “feel good”
They are a compassionate generation with regards to social 
issues. Millennials celebrate brands with purpose,  
products with soul, food with respect and actively support 
a cause that aligns with their values.
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Lemonade
Instant everything. Killer prices. Big heart.



Millennials seek  
Diversity, Difference, Uniqueness
Authenticity is key.  
They support products that represent themselves.
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hyper local authentic experience

millennials seek experiences that fits to their “style” and “character.



Millennials are Story-Doers:
They expect brands to tell a story, but millennials also want 
to take an active part in creating the story with the brand. 
They demand to be spoken with, and expect a dialog.
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review hunting
millennials read reviews to get a feel for a brand 
if comfortable, they’ll purchase immediately

89% of millennials trust recommendations from friends and family more 
than claims by the brand.  



peer-to-peer “conversations” 
Every product come with a story



Millennials are Self-Sustaining Prosumers
The ME-generation are savvy makers and consumers that 
are ready to craft their own experience. They are 
empowered by their expansive network and data.
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the maker culture
the home becomes the place for production. 
from 3D printers, laser cutters, to desktop CNC mills, millennials can 
easily partake in the market as prosumers.



Millennials are Forever Learners
Millennials enjoy embedded learning as an indirect and 
additional product offering. Playfulness is an expected 
bonus. 
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learning for “new grownups”
offline cafe-like places, such as Society of Grownups, offer an 
familiar place to take classes on “grownup” matters such as 
financial and career planning



Millennials are Experience Samplers
Millennials are attracted to product relationships that foster 
a sampling culture. Subscription services offer way of 
experiencing bite-size contents regularly.
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scheduled reward - sample boxes
Subscription services reach out to all genders of millennials, by 
providing sampling of experiences and convenience.



For millennials, sharing  
(with strangers) is the norm
Value of access wins absolute ownership. 
Millennials can easily collaborate with people around the 
world, crowdsource ideas and share resources, and 
comfortably interact with strangers in unconventional ways 
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Access Vs. ownership
60% of millennials prefer to rent things like homes and cars instead of 
owning them. When they aren’t ride-sharing, they’re car sharing.  
1/3 of millennials use them frequently. 

Uber, Spotify, BlablaCar, AirB&B, …



Uber Pitch
A ride with experience



Uber health
A ride with experience



Uber Eats
ride with services
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Landing the Cloud: MIT Eyeriss Chip 
mobile deep learning for your mobile 



IoT
Internet 
of things



IOT
Internet

of things

IoT
Internet 
of things







MIT MOBILE EXPERIENCE LAB





Constant just in time upgrades

Across all the products

4 Millions KM of data per day
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ETHICAL MACHINE





PHILOSOPHER



AI:  
from reactive to proactive



AI:  
human augmentation not 
replacement



1990  DIGITAL 
2000  PHYSICAL 
2010   …



BIOLOGICAL



MIT MOBILE EXPERIENCE LAB

tattoo





bio printed and 
cultured meat





bioMASON



Mycoworks
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SMART COOK BOX	







h#ps://vimeo.com/85719281



VIRTUAL 
REALITY



Turk Telekom Customer 
Experience Center















SIX DEGREES



FROM 
TRANSACTION 

TO 
CONVERSATION



HILTON HOTELS 
93 years to build 
610.000 rooms 
83 countries



HILTON HOTELS 
93 years to build 
610.000 rooms 
83 countries

Airbnb 
4 years to build 
650.000 rooms 
192 countries
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h#p://design.mit.edu/projects/
marrio#-six-degrees-a-social-
pla@orm-for-the-hotel-lobby



PLUS CONCIERGE

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE  
PERSONAL CONCIERGE









TECHNOLOGIES



SUCCESFULL 
IoT



open 
platform



cross-
Industry



secure 
transactions



succesful 
technologies



embedded into 
meaningful social 

experiences &  
cultural values



benefits 
perceived by end 

users
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